
Safe. Sound. Streamlined.
Disaster recovery meets its match.

S O L U T I O N  B R I E F

The future of 
disaster recovery
and failback is here.

Disaster recovery (DR) has historically been a challenge 
for the IT department, requiring heavy investments 
in real estate and secondary hardware or expensive 
long term commitments to DR providers. While cloud 
computing has helped simplify things and reduce 
associated costs, there are still many complexities 
to DR in the context of Hybrid IT environments.

Focus has typically been on working with one virtual 
platform or one target cloud infrastructure. ATAGuard™  
enables a complete vision across Hybrid IT.

Meeting your SLA–Restore in hours not days 
With near real-time replication, and rapid failover, you can meet 
even the most stringent SLA’s. Recovery Point Objectives (RPO’s) are 
close to zero, and Recovery Time Objectives (RTO’s) can be set to 
meet expectations. Failover is rapid and failback can be to any phys-
ical, virtual, or cloud environment—not just the original server.

Simplified DR testing
A key part of any DR strategy is the ability to test it regularly. ATAGuard allows 
you to test failover anytime—into a sandbox environment—while protecting 
production systems. You can access test systems, confirm accessibility to 
critical applications and data, and then just switch them off once finished.

Simplifying the DR challenges
ATAGuard™ works on all physical, virtual, and cloud machines across Win-
dows and Linux. It leverages demonstrated replication technology devel-
oped for the enterprise to work with applications like SAP and Oracle while 
also enabling protection and recovery of servers, and applications, across 
standard IP connections onto the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform.

Minimize requirements
Through deep integration with the AWS platform, ATAGuard auto 
provisions micro-instances to allow protection of any size source server 
and then auto scales that micro-instance during recovery. Our  multi-
threaded replication engine can maximize use of your existing networks 
and bandwidth throttling to help ensure there is no business impact. 



Single pane of glass

Potential Benefits

• Simplified DR can reduce 
complexity and cost

• Easy deployment enables 
secure, rapid protection

• Direct data flow maximizes 
bandwidthuse and can 
eliminate bottlenecks

• Broad platform support 
can eliminate the need 
for multiple tools

ATAGuard™ is managed through a central console and can be used in conjunction with 
ATAVsion™, which enables the automatic creation of affinity based protection groups. That 
means that when it’s time to failover, you take all the servers that make up the application 
stack and not just the one failed instance.
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Simplified, cloud based disaster 
recovery can shorten your project 
timelines and accelerate protection.


